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Risk management
contributing to success

“The factors in shipping which are perceived to
have the potential for increased risk are ballast
water management legislation, cyber security,
geopolitics, operating costs and other changes
to laws and regulations.”

“The situation in the UK –
including unstable
government and Brexit –
is of concern.”

“Geopolitics will play a
fundamental role in
industry developments.”
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Respondents to the survey rated the extent
to which enterprise and business risk

“Cyber security has the
potential to expose
businesses to an increased
level of risk.”
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rating (8.8) in this regard, followed by
owners (6.9) and ship managers (6.8). As
was the case last year, brokers returned the
lowest rating at 6.3. Geographically, Europe

Enterprise and business
risk management
confidence

(7.0) was once again ahead of Asia (6.6),
but it was the Middle East which returned
the highest figure, at 7.8.
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Risk factors
The three factors likely
to pose the highest risk
to their organisation
over the next 12
months.

Which factors pose the highest risk?
Mirroring last year’s survey, demand trends were deemed by the greatest number of respondents to pose the
highest level of risk, closely followed by competition and the cost and availability of finance. Demand trends
were deemed to pose the highest level of risk for owners, charterers and brokers, while for managers it was
competition that topped the list. Geographically, demand trends were the number one concern in Europe,
Asia and the Middle East.

Changes to the level of risk over the next 12 months
Respondents to the survey felt that the level of risk posed by most of the factors which impacted their
business would remain largely unchanged over the next 12 months, with the exception of ballast water
management legislation, cyber security, geopolitics, operating costs and other changes to laws and

16%
Demand trends
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regulations, which were all perceived to have the potential for increased risk.

Increased risk
• Ballast water management legislation
• Cyber security in shipping
• Geopolitics

• Operating costs
• Other changes to laws and regulations

Steady risk

14%
Competition
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breaches in health and safety
Bunker and fuel costs
Changes in tax legislation
Changes to accounting standards
Competition
Cost and availability of finance
Data protection and privacy
Demand trends

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fuel emissions
Insufficient controls over financial reporting
Piracy
Port congestion
Supply of competent crew
Supply of shore based personnel
Supply of tonnage

Less risk

How is enterprise/business risk management supported by management?
Overall, 69% of respondents (unchanged from last time) felt that the senior managers in their organisations
had a high degree of involvement in enterprise and business risk management. Meanwhile, 22% (up from
20% previously) said that senior management’s involvement was limited to “periodic interest if risks
materialise”, while 7% (down from 10% last time) said that senior management “acknowledged but had a
limited involvement in” enterprise / risk management. Just 2% (marginally up on the 2016 figure) said that
senior management had no involvement whatsoever.

How are enterprise and business risks managed?
Overall, 30% of respondents (compared to 35 % in the previous survey) confirmed that such risk was

13%
Cost and
availability of
finance
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managed by means of discussion without formal documentation, while 45% noted that risk was
documented by the use of spreadsheets or written reports, compared to 41% previously. Internally
developed software was employed by 10% of respondents (17% last time) to manage and document risk,
while 14% used third-party software, as opposed to just 5% at the time of the previous survey.

What is the likelihood of material mis-statement?
On a scale of 1.0 to 10.0, estimates of claims and provisions (up from 4.2 to 4.3) were deemed the factor
most likely to result in a material misstatement in companies’ period-end financial statements. Next came
impairment involving vessels in use (up from 4.0 to 4.1), changes to legislation (down from 4.2 to 4.1), and
reliance on spreadsheets for financial reporting (up from 4.0 to 4.1). Loan covenant non-compliance,
meanwhile, was up from 3.8 to 4.0.

What role do audit committees have in publicly traded companies?
A stand-alone survey question addressed only to publicly traded companies revealed that 80% of such
organisations had a dedicated audit committee in place. Respondents in two-thirds of those companies,
meanwhile, confirmed that their audit committees met on a quarterly basis to discuss risks, while 22%
reported that such meetings were held annually.
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Conclusion

“The challenge for
companies operating in
the shipping sector is to
balance risk awareness
and risk management
with the pursuit of
commercial success in
an industry which
traditionally rewards
success commensurate
with the informed and
acceptable taking of
risk.”
Michael Simms,
Moore Stephens partner,
Shipping Industry Group

Respondents by type (%)
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Embedding proper and effective risk
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and when wider global economic conditions
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response capability in many shipping companies
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But the survey results show that there is still

has produced guidelines on cyber-security on

room for improvement. As the level of risk is not

board ships.

only increasing but also changing in nature, there
is a need for companies engaged in the shipping

The effective management of risk is fundamental

industry to up their game in terms of

to both safety and commercial success in the

implementing effective corporate governance

shipping industry. The level of effective

systems, monitoring procedures and maintaining

management of risk must continue to improve.

controls throughout their organisations.

The challenge for companies operating in the

Respondents by location (%)
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shipping sector is to balance risk awareness and
The factors identified by respondents to the

risk management with the pursuit of commercial

survey as being most likely to result in a material

success in an industry which traditionally rewards

misstatement in their accounts were unsurprising

success commensurate with the informed and

– particularly claims estimates and impairment.

acceptable taking of risk. Those who fail to meet

The same is true of factors posing an increased

this challenge may pay a heavy price in terms of
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performance, and even survival.

including operating costs, ballast water
management legislation, and cyber security.
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About Moore Stephens
We help you thrive in a changing world.
We provide all the support and guidance you
need to deal with new risks and opportunities.
We ensure easy access to the right people, so
decisions can be made quickly and confidently.
A consistent team will partner with you to
support your aspirations and contribute to your
success.
You’ll have access to a range of core
services, including audit, accounting, tax,
risk and systems assurance, corporate
finance, restructuring and insolvency, wealth
management and disputes analysis. As a Top 10
accounting and advisory network we support a
broad range of individuals and entrepreneurs,
large organisations and complex international
businesses.
If your business and personal interactions
need to expand, we’ll help make it happen –
coordinating advice from a network of offices
throughout the UK and in more than 100
countries.

Contact information
If you would like further information on any item within this
publication, or information on our services please contact:
Michael Simms – Partner
Michael undertakes audit, consultancy and regulatory reporting
assignments for various UK and overseas companies in the shipping
and energy sectors.
Michael has extensive experience in corporate governance, internal
control systems and their effectiveness, and provides due diligence,
feasibility studies, financial reporting in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and assists companies in their
transition from local reporting requirements into IFRS.
D +44 (0)20 7651 1184
michael.simms@moorestephens.com

Richard Greiner – Partner
Richard has over 30 years’ experience in providing assurance and
advisory services to the shipping and offshore maritime industries.
He is a frequent speaker at shipping events and is a council member
of the Ports and Terminals Group, a trustee of the Maritime London
Officer Cadet Scholarship, and a board member of the OSCAR
campaign.
D +44 (0)20 7651 1430
richard.greiner@moorestephens.com

Bill Mitchell – Senior Manager, Risk Management
Bill has worked in internal audit and risk management for some
15 years, with over nine of those years as a head of internal audit.
Prior to that, he was an external auditor.
He has undertaken a wide variety of assignments across a range
of areas of commercial businesses, charities and public sector
organisations. Assignments include auditing and investigations,
risk assessments and advice and providing consultancy to senior
management.
Bill is a member of the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Accountancy and the Institute of Risk Managment. He is the
Chairman of the IRM’s special interest group on Innovation,
Opportunity and Value Creation.
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